


substances (PFAS) were being replaced due 
to increased regulatory pressure. The antic
ipation was that if these materials were to 
become more strictly regulated, we would 
be faced with dramatically higher costs 
to address clean up and disposal moving 
forward. We noted the actions within our 
industry in places like Australia and Europe 
where these foams were effectively banned. 

Four 2,500 gpm electric fire pumps were installed and sup

plied by a new 16" ductile feed into the building. 

While regulations in the United States 
have not reached the point of banning these 
materials, the Airport Authority decided to 
study fluorine-free fire suppressant foams 
for use in our new hangar to see if we could 
optimize our project operations. Perimeter 
Solutions, a supplier of fire retardants and 
suppressants and specifically fluorine-free 
chemistry recommended their SOLBERG® 
RE-HEALING RF3 3% Class B Foam 
Concentrate, which has been on the market 
since 2010. SOLBERG RE-HEALING foam 
concentrates are fluorosurfactant, fluoropoly
mer-free products for use on Class B hydro
carbon fuel fires. 

Three questions regarding the use of this 
technology were examined: 

1. Was the performance adequate to the
firefighting task? 

2. Would these foams work within the
systems that were already under design for 
our hangar? 

3. Would there be a dramatic cost differ
ence between the two technologies both in 
required hardware, foam concentrate price, 
or replacement cost due to product shelf life? 

Addressing the performance and compat
ibility issues, SOLBERG RE-HEALING RF3 
had been tested to the performance criteria of 
UL Standard 162. UL-162 (Foam Equipment 
and Liquid Concentrates) is a worldwide-rec
ognized standard for testing firefighting foam 
concentrates. The main difference with other 
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standards for foams is that UL-162 not only 
describes a fire testing method for foam con
centrates but also a compatibility confirmation 
between all the components that are present 
in the chain from the manufacturing process 
to the final use of the product; compatibility 
with drums, proportioning tests, foam quality 
tests, marking, etc. are subjected to the stan
dard. SOLBERG RE-HEALING RF3 also had 
extensive UL Listings for bladder tanks, pro
portioners, foam chambers, foam makers 
and fire sprinklers including those specified in 
our original hangar fire suppression system 
design. 

From a hardware and foam cost stand
point, the old technology and the new were 
nearly identical. The shelf life of the various 
Class B foams are comparable, however, we 
also considered that fluorine-free foam is a 
more long-term sustainable solution. 

Our request to switch fire suppression 
system foams earned unanimous approval 
from the Airport Authority Board of Governors. 
As an organization, we are proud of this deci
sion to enhance the protection of our hangar, 
our people, our firefighters, and the environ
ment, while getting our project done on time 
and on budget. 

The hangar project at ABE was officially 
completed in July of 2020 with the delivery 
and loading of 5,200 gallons of innovative 
environmentally sustainable fluorosurfactant 
and fluoropolymer-free firefighting foam con
centrate from SOLBERG. 
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